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Chapter 1

This study was prepared in response to House Resolution No. 21 (1992) concerling the
enforcement of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes (see Appendix A) and House Resolution
No. 136, H.D. 1 (1992), concerning the modification of state parking policies (see Appendix 5).
Both measures were adopted during the Regular Session of 1992. The report reviews the
State's parking control policies and how they can be modified to encourage ridesharing
between state and non-state employees with the ultimate goal of reducing rush hour traffic or!
Oahu. The report also reviews the innovative HOV lane enforcement technique of mail-out
citations supported by video camera surveillance and officer observation
Traffic congestion on Oahu has increased dramatically over the years. As the island's
population grows, more vehicles will be traveling on the highways and the traffic problem will
worsen. By the year 2010, Oahu's population will have increased by another twenty percent,
placing an even greater demand on the already overburdened highways.' A recent study
released in Washington, D.C says that Hawaii's most heavily used roads are ~ o n g e s t e d .The
~
study by the Road Information Center says that 93 miles or 50 percent of Hawaii's 185 miles of
interstate freeway and arterial highways are clogged.3 By comparison, the state with the
highest congestion rate, Delaware, has 178 miles of such roads but reports that 78 percent of
them--139 miles--are congested.4
The increased population will especially affect the traffic congestion during the morning
and afternoon rush hours if commuters continue to drive alone at the current rate.
Approximately eighty-five percent of the vehicles traveling to work on major roads contain only
one person.5 i f the present trend of driving alone continues with the increased population, this
translates to approximately 253,168 people driving their cars, vans and trucks to work by
themselves everyday.6 According to the Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization (OMPO), by
the year 2000 commuters will make approximately 25 percent more weekday vehicle trips, a 40
percent increase in travel on congested roadways and a 55 percent increase in the number of
hours of weekday vehicle delay.7
Faced with these bleak statistics, the State has been taking measures to reduce traffic
on Oahu's highways. The State Department of Transportation (DOT), the Legislature and the
private sector have been trying to resolve the traffic problem using various transportation
management techniques. Transportation management is the concept of solving the travel
demand versus the transportation supply imbalance through systematic, coordinated efforts.*
Transportation management can be "supply-side" or "demand-side" long or short-term
measures focused on management techniques to obtain better use of existing highways and
other resources.g Transportation management systems (TSM) focus on the supply-side
measures which include ramp-metering, lane management, access management and traffic
signal system improvements.'O Travel demand management (TDM) focuses on measures that
nudge travel behavior toward choices that increase transportation efficiency." In other words,

it is a demand-side measure !hat is designed to influence travel!ers l o adopt ridesharing nodes
of travel other than driving alone with the intent to uitimateiy reduce vehicle trips during pertods
when transportation resources are most heavily utilized.'*
One TSM measure is the construction of more highways to create more lanes for
commuters to use. This alternative maintains the free-flow of traffic and allows people to
continue to drive alone and have the freedom of coming and going as they please. Building
new highways, however, may not be feasible for several reasons.
Oahu lacks the area in which to construct more highways. The cost of constructing a
new highway is also prohibitive. It would cost approximately $160 million to $200 million and
take approximately ten years to complete a ten mile highway. The expense of acquiring the
land adjacent necessary for such a project will also add tremendously to the final cost since
land values in the urban core are very high. The cost, however, is not only financial. The
acquisition of the land also entails dispossessing residents of their homes which will exacerbate
the current housing shortage on Oahu. Despite the increased financial cost, the federal
government is providing less funding to support the construction of new highways than it did in
the past.'3 Lastly, even if a new highway could be constructed, it would take years to complete
in which time the traffic problem will have become worse.

The Rideshare Alternative
One alternative means to alleviate traffic congestion is to promote ridesharing as an
alternaiive to driving alone. "Rideshaiing" is usually used as the collective term for various
means to reduce total travel demand by reducing the number of vehic!es on the road and
increasing vehicle capacity.14 It includes carpools, vanpools, conventional and subscription
transit services15 Ridesharing is cost efficient and may even reduce the amount of
aggravation that many peopie experience on their daily commutes. For purposes of this
study, ridesharing will be used to mean carpooling and vanpooling only and does not include
oublic transit.
Ridesharing among Oahu commuters would lessen the number of vehicles traveling on
the highways and relieve the traffic congestion. If even one-fifth of those drivers now driving
alone rode with another single driver nearly fifty thousand vehicles would be removed from
the road.16 Fifty thousand vehicles is roughly four times the number of vehicles that travel on
the H-1 freeway between the H-2 interchange and Aloha stadium every morning between 6:00
a.m. and 8:00 a.m.17 If fifty thousand vehicles were removed, the effect would be to eliminate
all vehicles on this same stretch of the highway for two hours during the morning rush hour.'8
It is difficult, however, to persuade people to rideshare. Ridesharing reduces people's
ability to go where they want when they want. It is also difficult to form a carpool when
people have different work schedules and the incentives to form carpools do not outweigh the
inconveniences. People are willing to pay to drive alone to work. Unless incentives are
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created for ~ e o p l eto form carpoois or disincentives are created to discourage singie occupant
vehicle (SOV) commutes, it will be difficult to implement a rideshare program on Oahu that
will effectively reduce traffic.

Parking Policies that Promote Ridesharing
The DOT has beer developing a TDM program that promotes ridesharing as an
alternative to commuting alone. Despite the DOT's efforts to promote ridesharing, the
majority of Oahu commuters still drive alone and the traffic problem has not decreased. One
reason may be that some State policies may actually conflict with the DOT's rideshare
policies. One impediment to implementing the rideshare program is the State's parking policy
that provides little incentive to ridesharers.
A parking management plan that incorporates disincentives to SOVs and incentives to
carpoolers into its current policy can be an effective long-term TDM measure. Parking policies
that have an impact on parking supply and price can greatly affect a person's choice to
rideshare. When parking suppiy is iimited and the cost of parking is increased, the cost to
commuters may outweigh the convenience of driving alone thereby increasing ridesharing
among Oahu commuters.

Creating Efficient High Occupancy Vehicle
(HOV) Lanes to Promote Ridesharing
The success of parking policies as a TDM program is directly related to HOV facilities
which comprise another TDM program. An HOV facility is a traffic lane whose use is restricted
during peak traffic hours for exclusive use by buses and c a r p o o i ~ . ~An
g HOV lane that offers
high-speed travel to a large number of people and significant reductions in travel time can be
an incentive for commuters to rideshare. If, however, vehicles with less than the required
number of passengers use the HOV lanes, the flow of traffic will be slower. Therefore,
adequate enforcement of the occupancy requirement is essential to maintain an efficient HOV
facility if commuters are to perceive any advantages to carpooling.
Enforcement of HOV projects, however, may disrupt traffic flow depending upon the
design of the HOV facility and the enforcement procedures. The Honolulu Police Department
(HPD) has instructed its officers to cite occupancy violations only if it does not impede traffic.
Unless an efficient means of enforcing HOV lanes is impiemented, occupancy violations will
occur, traffic flow will be disrupted and travel time on these lanes may not be reduced enough
to encourage Oahu commuters to rideshare.
House Resolution Nos. 21 and 136 (1992) (see Appendices A and B), requested the
Legislative Reference Bureau to study the feasibility of implementing two TDM measures:

(1)

Modify~ngthe state parking con!rol poiic:ss to annance ihe f o r n ~ l a t i oof~
ridesharing arrangements between stale and non-state ernpioyess; and

(2)

Utilizing video cameras in additio'i to officer observation to supplement evidence
for the issuance of high occupancy vehicie citations by mail.

If these TDM measures are successfuliy implemented, fewer vehicles will travel on Oahu's
highways thereby reducing traffic congestion during morning and afternoon rush hours. This
study examines the advantages and disadvantages of these measures and studies how they
can be implemented on Oahu to attain the State's goal of increasing ridesharing among all
Oahu commuters to relieve the growing traffic congestion.

Explanation of Commonly Used Terms and Acronyms
Throughout this study certain terms and acronyms are used frequently. The foliowing
is a list of some of these terms and acronyms and a brief explanation of each.

-

1 . DOT - The Department of Transportat!on is responsible for the establishment,
maintenance, and operation of transportation facilities for the State. The activities of the
Department are aimed at providing a system of integrated transportation facilities which include
highways, airports, harbors and other facilities. The Department is involved in the continuous
task of determining statewide transportation needs through ongoing surveys and the inventory
of planned resources. It creates the plans for statewide intermodal and multi-modal
transportation systems and conducts research and development projects and periodic review of
new technologies transportation s y ~ t e m s . ~ o

-

2. DAGS - The Depariment of Accounting and General Services is responsible for the
State's centralized accounting and auditing system. It manages the State's property, surplus
property, and inventory and supervises the State's central purchasing activities.
The
Department also maintains and operates state parking at state buildings and maintains the
state's motor pool.2'

-

3. DPS

The Department of Personnel Services administers a statewide personnel
management program for the State's civil service system and formulates the rules governing
the program. Included in the activities of the Department, as administered by its divisions and
offices, are programs for personnel development and training; examination and recruitment of
personnel; position clarification; the administration of pay; administration of contracts, rules;
and labor-management relations.
4.

-

HPD - The Honolulu Police Department operates for the purpose of establishing a

system of law enforcement based on due regard for the constitutional rights of ail persons, to
promote the highest possible degree of mutual respect between the law enforcement officers

passengers, The purpose of HOV lanes is to maximize the people- carrying capac~tyof a
roadway by providing free-flowing and faster travel for those vehicles carrying more than once
occupant.
LOTMA - The Leeward Oahu Transportation Management Association is a TMA
(defined above) that coordinates transportation plans for Leeward Oahu with other agencies
including the DOT and OMPO (defined above),
16.

Organization of the Report
This report is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the causes of increased traffic on Oahu and methods that can be
used to decrease traffic congestion including the DOT'S rideshare program. This chapter also
introduces the issue of State policies that inhibit the DOT'S rideshare program.
Chapter 3 discusses the alternative of modifying the State Parking Control Policy to
increase ridesharing among state and non-state employees.
Chapter 4 discusses the unseen effects of modifying State parking policies
Chapter 5 discusses the use of video camera surveillance supplemented by officer
observation as an enforcement techniaue of HOV lanes.
Chapter 6 contains findings and recommendations.
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Chapter 2

IMPLEMENTING W E S H A R E PROGRAMS
TO REDUCE TRAFFIC ON OAHU
Causes of Increased Traffic on Oahu
The increasing traffic congestion on Oahu is a direct result of more vehicles traveling
on the highways each year. One of the major reasons for the increasing number of vehicles
is Oahu's growing population. By the year 2010, Oahu's population wiil have increased by
another twenty percent, placing an even greater demand on the already overburdened
highways.
This increasing demand on Oahu's highways wili create more severe traffic congestion
during the morning and afternoon rush hours. According to a 1987 study prepared for the
State DOT, approximately eighty-five percent of the vehicles travelling on the highways to
work and school each day contained only one p e r s ~ n . This
~
translates to approximateiy
253,168 people driving their cars, vans and trucks to work by themselves every day.3
According to the Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization (OMPO), by the year 2000 there
should be approximately 25 percent more weekday vehicle trips, a 40 percent increase in
travel on congested roadways and a 55 percent increase in the number of hours of weekday
vehicle delay.4
Alternate Methods for Reducing Traffic Congestion on Oahu
When Oahu residents are asked how the traffic congestion should be solved, many
people suggest that more highways be built to accommodate the growing population. More
lanes would allow the growing population to continue to drive alone to work and school
without experiencing an increase in travel times. The feasibility of building new highways on
Oahu, however, is limited by several factors.
Oahu lacks the area in which to construct more highways. The cost of constructing a
new highway is also very high. The construction of a new six lane highway is estimated to
cost a minimum of $24 million to $30 million a mile at 1987 prices based on the national
average adjusted for Hawaii.5 The construction of a new lane on a highway is estimated to
cost a minimum of $4 million to $5 million a mile.6 The expense will also be increased by the
cost of acquiring the land necessary to complete the project. The federal government is also
providing less funds to support the construction of new highways than it did in the past.'
Based on these figures, it would cost approximately $160 to $200 million and take
approximately ten years to complete a 10 mile highway (approximately the distance between
the H-1 - H-2 interchange and downtown H o n ~ l u l u ) .Lastly,
~
even if the funds were available
to build more highways, as stated above, a highway would not be ready for use for at least ten
years during which time traffic congestion will worsen.

IMPLEMENTING RIDESHARE PROGRAMS TO REGUCE TRAFFIC ON OAHIJ
Ridesharing as Alternative Method to Reduce Traffic on Oahu
will not completely solve the traffic problem on Oahu. If
Constructing new highb~~ays
Oahu's traffic congestion is to improve. the number of vehic!es traveling on the highways
must be reduced. As the population grows. nowever, it will be rrnpossibie to achieve this goal
if people continue to drive aione to work and scbool. Therefore, people must be encouraged
to ride to work together to decrease the number of vehicles traveling on the highways,
especially during peak traffic hours.
Most people, however, would choose to drive aione rather than be inconvenienced by
rideshare arrangements. Ridesharing limits a person's freedom to drive wherever and
whenever the person chooses to. It is also difficult for people to form carpools or vanpools
when they have different schedules. Consequently, most people continue to drive alone
despite the incentives that are offered to ridesharers, the higher cost of driving alone and
longer commute times.
Despite people's resistance to forming carpools, according to the United States
Census Bureau, Hawaii was the number one state in carpooling with approximately 20.5
percent of all commuters carpooling to work every day.9 One reason for Hawaii's high
carpool rate is that many spouses commute together.lO Also, large employers are clustered
in or near downtown Honolulu which makes spousal commuting possible. In other states, job
sites are more likely to be spread throughout cities and suburbs.11
The State is the largest employer in the downtown area employing approximately ten
thousand people out of a total of 55,700 employees in the area bordered by River Street, the
H-1 freeway, South Street and the ocean. As an employer of nearly one-fifth of the downtown
workforce, the State is in a position to promote ridesharing programs that will significantly
contribute to the reduction of Oahu's traffic congestion.

Conflicting State Policies that Inhibit Ridesharing
The Legislature is aware of the need to implement transportation management
measures to resolve the traffic congestion on Oahu and has enacted various pieces of
legislation to reduce traffic congestion. One initiative the Legislature has taken is the
promotion of ridesharing in Hawaii. Various laws have been enacted which requires the DOT
to implement ridesharing programs and other alternatives to SOV commutes. According to
section 26-19, Hawaii Revised Statutes, the DOT is required to "develop and promote
ridesharing programs which shall include but not be limited to, carpool and vanpool programs,
and may assist organizations interested in promoting similar programs and arrange for
contracts with private organizations to manage and operate these programs and assist in the
formulation of ridesharing arrangements." In 1982, the Legislature enacted chapter 279G,
Hawaii Revised Statutes, which defined rideshare arrangements and limited the liability of
employers who participated in rideshare programs. Act 90, Session Laws of Hawaii 1986,
amended chapter 279G by adding sections 2796.3 and 2796-4 to establish a state policy that
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encouraged commuting to and from work by means other than by SOVs, or ridesharing. Act
31, Sessions Laws of Hawaii 1989, amended section 26-19, Hawaii Revised Statutes, to plan,
develop, promote and coordinate various travel system management programs, including
alternative work and school hour programs, bicycling programs and ridesharing programs.
The DOT, following the Legislature's mandate, has adopted a policy to actively
promote ridesharing programs to Oahu commuters to accompiish the uitimale goal of
reducing the number of SOVs traveling on the crowded freeways. The DOT obtaired
rideshare program funding from what are referred to as "Exxon overcharge funds" and the
Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization iOMP0).12 In 1989, an Interagency Committee on
Ridesharing was established to develop policies which would promote ridesharing.l3 The
committee, comprised of key representatives from state departments, public employee
unions, the Legislature, the Department of Transportation Services of the City and County of
Honolulu and the University of Hawaii, reviewed alternatives available to the State to
encourage ridesharing among its employees.14 In compliance with Act 31: Session Laws of
Hawaii 1989, the DOT has also included in its budget funds for rideshare coordinator,
marketing specialist, and program evaluation specialist positions to perform the statewide
implementation of its rideshare p r ~ g r a m . ~ s
Despite the DOT'S attempts to implement rideshare programs on Oahu, the State has
not succeeded in significantly reducing traffic congestion. In fact, state policies exist that
may conflict with or inhibit the promotion of ridesharing. One example of this is the State's
parking control policies. The Department of Accounting and General Services (DAGS) is
responsible for operating state parking facilities. DAGS is also authorized to adopt rules to
assist it in its operation of these parking facilities. Parking rates for state empioyees are very
low compared to those charged in private parking facilities. Although the DOT has noted that
low parking rates may encourage employees to drive alone to work thereby undermining the
State's rideshare program, DAGS has been unwilling to raise the rates and use the parking
facilities to implement the rideshare program, DAGS has an informal agency policy not to
make a profit from the parking facilities and will charge only enough to cover the facilities'
operational expenses.16 DAGS has also decided that its parking facilities will benefit only
state employees. Therefore, only carpools comprised solely of state employees will be given
preferential treatment. Carpools that contain non-state employees are not given any special
treatment. One reason for this policy is that state parking is already in short supply and
allowing non-state employees into the parking facilities will displace state employees who
DAGS believes are more entitled to state parking. In response to the parking shortage, DAGS
is also planning the construction of more parking facilities downtown despite the negative
consequences such an action will have on the state rideshare program.17 DAGS' position is
that state employees' parking should not be singled out by the DOT in its attempt to promote
a rideshare program and that the DOT should also focus its efforts on the private sector's
parking.'s
In contrast, the DOT is concerned with the "bottom line" issue of reducing the number
of SOVs traveling on Oahu's freeways. The DOT is aware that state parking management
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pciicies can be an efiectrve method to reduce the number o* SOVs. The DOT, hcwevsr,
believes the follov~ingDarking policies of DAGS seriously undermine the effectiveness of the
state rideshare pr3grarn and should be amended to conform to the philosophy of promoting
ridesharing among all downtown employees:
(1)

Pricing parking below the market value;

(2)

Increasing the supply of state parking;

(3)

Not allowing ridesharing between state and non-state ernpioyees

The philosophical differences between DOT and DAGS regarding state employee
parking indicate that policy decisions need to be made, either administratively at higher levels
or legislatively. that clarify state priorities. Specifically, the State must determine what the
primary purposes of providing parking to slate employees are supposed to be. Is parking
primarily intended to be an employee benefit, part of a compensation package that is used to
recruit and retain employees. that augments salary, vacation, sick leave and retirement?
Alternatively, is it a tool to promote the State's transportation policy as the DOT views it? If it
is the latter, guidelines must be provided for DAGS to follow as it implements parking control
policies that can be used as a tool to get SOVs off the roads.
The lnteragency Committee on Ridesharing examined the state parking control policy
to see how it could be modified to promote ridesharing. The following is a list of the issues
which the Interagency Committee considered:

(1)

Increasing the parking rate to a point where employees would be impacted t o
consider carpooling or riding the bus;

(2)

Changing the statutes to allow the State to use parking special funds for
ridesharing programs;

(3)

increasing the motor pool fleet for expanded employee use:

(4)

Providing reduced rates for carpoolers; and

(5)

Decreasing the number of parking spaces available to employees.'g

The lnteragency Committee. however, also realized that modifying the State's parking
policy is politically sensitive. The members stated that increased parking rates would unfairly
impact on lower income employees. Gary Rodrigues of the United Public Workers (UPW)
also pointed out that any actions regarding parking fees may ultimately be affected by the
collective bargaining process.20
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Political and iegai obstacles may m a w ct diificu!t for the Stale to imp:emen: a parking
control policy that encourages ridesharing Other cities have confronted similar problems in
their attempts to implement TDM programs focused on parking poiicies. These cities,
however, have resolved these difficult issues in their own unique ways to implement an
effective TDM program for :heir city. Therefore, in spite of the potential obstacles that the
State faces in modifying its park~ngpolicy, it may still be possible for the State to find a
workable solution.
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Chapter 3
MODIFYLNG THE STATE PARKING CONTROL POISICY
TO INCREASE RIDESHARING
AMONG STATE AND NON-STATE EMPLOYEES
The State is the largest employer in the area bordered by River Street, the H-1
freeway, South Street and the ocean.! As an employer of over ten thousand peopie, the State
is in a position to implement a transportation demand management plan that can reduce
traffic congestion through efforts that encourage its employees to switch from single occupant
vehicle (SOV) commutes to high-occupancy vehicie (HOV) commutes. Transportation
demand management (TDM) is the name for a wide variety of policy alternatives to reduce
vehicle trip-making.2 A rideshare program is a type of TDM plan that seeks to reduce vehicie
trip-making by convincing people to commute using HOVs rather than SOVs.
The State Department of Transportation (DOT) has been actively promoting a
rideshare program to Oahu commuters. The DOT currently employs a rideshare coordinator
and two assistants who work with transportation management associations to promote
ridesharing. Transportation management associations (TMAs) are arrargements between the
~
public and private sector to coordinate the implementation of transportation p r ~ g r a m s .The
goal of a TMA is to reduce traffic congestion by promoting TOM program^.^ The following are
some of the DOT's activities:
(1)

Assisting people in forming carpools by operating a rideshare matching
program;

(2)

Presenting rideshare information to employees of state agencies and private
industry; and

(3)

Assisting TMAs such as the Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization (OMPO)
in the promotion of rideshare programs.

Despite the DOT's efforts to promote a rideshare program on Oahu, carpooling is not
used enough to significantly decrease traffic congestion in the downtown area.5 According to
the United States Census Bureau, however, Hawaii leads the country in carpooling with
approximately 20.5 percent of all commuters carpooling to work.6 The reasons for this high
rate of carpooling are that spouses commute together and job sites on Oahu are usually
concentrated in the downtown area.7 Despite this high rate, rideshare advocates still believe
that the State could do more l o encourage non-familial ridesharing. One suggestion is to
modify certain state parking control policies which may conflict with or inhibit ridesharing.
If the State's parking policy is modified to encourage ridesharing between state and
non-state employees in conjunction with the DOTS promotion of ridesharing, state employees
may be more likely l o switch to HOV transportation. For example, by raising the State's
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currani below-markst oarksng rate. some empioyees w ~ l ;feel !hat ? r e increased parking rate
outweighs the cor?ven:ePceof c r ~ v i n galone and wi!i use otnei modes of transportation, If the
State's parking management plan iimited the suppiy of parking and gave priority to caroools,
many employees who would be stranded without a parking stall may choose to carpool with
other state and non-state empioyees to take advantage of the parking incentives given to
car~cois.
hf~odifyingthe State's parking po!icy to promote -ideshzring, however, is not ar: easy
process. Disincentives such as controil!ng the supply of parking o i increasing parking rates
are some of the most politically charged and sensitive tech~iques. Parking poiccies that
influence an employee's commute trip have a direct effect on the employee's perceived
freedom and evoke strong reactions from people who are adverse!^ affected by modified
parking policies A parking management plar: which utiiizes disincentives tor SOV travel,
however, has been proven to be an effective tool in reducing the amount of vehicles traveling
on highways during peak periods.

Parking Policies that Utilize Disincentives to Reduce Employee SOV Commutes
To help in the effort to reduce traffic on Oahu, the State could adopt a parking
management system that includes the following measures to promote the State's iideshare
program:
(1)

Limiting the supply of parking;

(2)

Increasing the price of parking: and

(3)

Recognizing carpools between state and non-state employees and prov.ding
incentives for these c a r ~ o o l s

As stated above, if the Legislature chooses to implement changes to state parking policies
that encourage ridesharing, the Legislature must determine whether state employee parking
should be used primarily as a TDM tool. If the Legislature decides to change parking policies
for the primary purpose of promoting the state rideshare program, the Legislature should
enact legislation that wili guide DAGS in formulating such parking policies. Other cities have
used parking management policies to create disincentives for SOV travel to increase their
efforts in promoting ridesharing among downtown employees, Some have succeeded in
reducing solo driving among commuters through controlling the supply of parking and
increasing the rates. i n other areas, however, modified parking management plans have not
been successful. In each case, the success of the parking management plan seems to
depend on whether the commuters were provided with alternate modes of transportation.
The following are some examples of cities that have attempted to implement parking
policies to reduce the number of SOVs traveiing on its highways. These cities have been
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seiected for tnis study because stat:stics on their TOM prcigrams have b r e n comp~iedto
measure the success rates. These cities have not ce9n selected or the basts of their
similarity with Honoiulu. Land in dowrltown Honoiulu is expensive and extremely limited,
thereiore eastern cities such as Boston and New York are more comparable. information on
these cities indicate, however, that parking policies are not being used as a TDM tool.
For example, the City of New York has not used parking as a TDNl measure for city
employees because parking is so scarce in Manhattan that no city e%pioyees are provided
parking at all unless the use of a vehicle is a t e r n of the employee's empioyment. In Boston,
the state and city employees are also not provided p a r ~ i n guniess the use of a vehicle is
necessary for employment. This policy arises from the lack of parking spaces and ~ o as
t part
of a TDM measure. Like New York City, Boston has passed legislation that freezes the
construction of commercial parking spaces in some downtown areas.

Limiting Parking Supply and its Effectiveness in Reducing SOV Travel
Portland, Oregon has been successful in reducing SOV travel by imp!ementing a
parking policy that targets both the private and qublic sector and strictly controls the number
of parking spaces in the downtown area. Downtown employment is approximately 90,000 and
the residential population is 380,000.8 Parking rates range between $65 per month to $87.50
per month.9 The city fixes the number of allcwed off-street and on-street parking spaces at
43,914, not including hotel and residentia! parking, to limit vehicles in the downtown area.1°
The requirement in most areas is 1.0 spaces per 1,000 square feet of development but range
to a low of 0.7 spaces per 1.000 square feet where variances have been granted." Carpool
and transit programs are offered in conjunction with the city's tight regulation of parking
supply. The city's regulation of parking supply succeeded in increasing the percentage of
commuters using transit to approximately forty-three percent and the carpool rate to
seventeen percent.
San Francisco has also experienced a reduction in SOV travel through the
implementation of its "Transit First'' policy that controls parking supply and price. San
Franciscc city planners are generally satisfied that parking management strategies have
helped to maintain good transit use while keeping automobile use to a minimum.12 Planners
have indicated that there has not been any major increase in peak traffic from 1980 to 1990 in
spite of considerable office growth.'3 The success of the Transit First policy may be
attributed to the fact that San Francisco assists commuters in forming carpools through the
local rideshare agency, RIDES and has an efficient subway system.14 Data are not available,
however, that measure the percentage of SOV commuters who switched to carpooling or
vanpooling as opposed to mass transit.
Los Angeles' plan to limit parking has not been as successful as the Portland and San
Franciscc plans. In April, 1983, Los Angeles adopted a parking management ordinance which
sought to control the supply of parking in the downtown area to reduce automobile use.15
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Increasing Parking Rates and the Effectiveness on Reducing SOV Travel
The successiul promotlcn of ridesparing among employees is also dependent on
po"c:es that affect the orice of park:ng. A growing body of evidence indicates !hat the
avaiiabi'ity of inexpenscve parking is the most ~mpcrtantinducement for employees to use
SOVsi8 Conversely, higher-priced parking encourages the use of high-occupancy vehicIes.'g
This is esoecially true ,n downtown areas where parkirg costs t e r d to be :he higaest, and
where pubiir transit and ridesharing prcgrams are post likely to be available. The following
are statcs:.cs gathered from other c,ties that have at:enip:ed to raise parking rates as a TDM
measure to reduce the number of SOVs on the roadways.
In Ottawa, the Canadian government disccntinbed the provision of free parking to
federa! civil servants 17 1975 and began charging employees seventy percent of commercial
park~ngfees." Ottawa is a transit-oriented city and tha proportion of government employees
driving to work aione dropped from thirty-five percent to iwenty-seven percent within a few
mon:hs of the impcsit~cnof the charge for park,ng." This study, however, did not mention
whether these new policies also increased carpool rates.
In a study of :he employees at a regiorai rideshare agency in Los Ange!es, it was
found that forty-two Dercent of the employees drove to work alone when the company paid the
m o ~ t h l yparking fee of $57.50 but when :he company ended the practice of paying for parking
at work, the proportion of !heir workers driving alone dropped to eight percent.22 When free
parking was available average automobile occupancy rates among those who commuted by
car was 1.2 and after the free parking was e!iminated automobile occupancy amon5 those
who came to work by car rose to 1 .5.23
In Century City, a major office and shopping complex in Los Angeles, researchers
s!udied !he comnuie patterns of enployees who had to pay the full cost of parking, those
whose parking was partially subs~dized by their employers and those who parked free
because employers fully subsidized their parking. Among empioyees whose parking was free,
ninety-two percent drove t3 work alone; eighty-five percent of those whose parking was partly
subsidized commuted in SOVs; and only severty-five percent of those who bore the full cost
of parking commuted to work alone.24 This study was based upon the assumption that
parking was available for all emplcyees. This study, however, did not gather information as to
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what other modes of transporta:ion the ernp:oyess used. Tneraf3ie. it IS hard to say w b e l k r
the increased parking rates led to an increase in carpooling. It may have ied instead to an
increased use of mass transit by the employees.
In another survey conducted on two companies located in identical fifty-two story office
towers in downtown Los Angeles, researchers determined that when parking subsidies were
no ionger given to empioyees, SOV commutes decreased. Ridesharing among empioyees,
however, did not automaticaliy rise. One coffpany did not have a rideshare program, and
many of its employees chose to take advantage of the transit subsidies that the company
offered. Ridesharing rose, however: in the company that promoted a rideshare program.
Based upon the relatively limited evidence available from other jurisdictions, it appears
that a parking management plan that limits the supply of parking and increases rates to
discourage SOV commutes can be a successfill TDM program that increases the use of
alternate modes of transportation including ridesharing. The examples above clearly indicate
that parking management plans are especially successful encouraging people to switch form
SOVs to ridesharing when rideshare programs were available to assist the people in forming
carpools. If the state parking policy is changed to adopt the disincentives used in other cities,
the State can also be successful since the DOT has developed an extensive rideshare
program that can assist employees in forming carpools.
The DOT has been promoting ridesharing to state employees and the private sector
and has matched commuters interested in carpooling with other interested commuters for the
Honolulu area. The DOT also provides funding for TMAs such as the Leeward Oahu
Transportation Management Association (LOTMA) to assist them in creating programs that
implement ridesharing. For example, with funding provided by the DOT, LOTMA has
purchased a computer and software that will assist it in keeping records to match commuters
for carpools.

Problems that Arise from the Use of Disincentives
Despite the success of parking management plans that use disincentives, problems
also exist that limit the effectiveness of these policies. A fundamental problem with limiting
the supply of parking is that parking demand may shift elsewhere unless total demand is
reduced by other TDM plans such as rideshare programs. One of the first solutions
commuters will try when parking has been limited in a location is to park nearby.25 This
spillover into surrounding residential areas may be more damaging than parking at the original
site since residents' vehicles may be displaced by the commuters' vehicles during work
h0urs.~6One area that may be affected in the Honolulu area is the densely populated Makiki
area.
An objection to policies that increase the price of parking is the equity issue. Since
low income people spend a greater portion of their income on transportation than upper
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income Feople. a price iccrease affects them disproport!onately. Mciaover, low income
employees may live in rural areas where alternate modes of transportation are more limited
than in urban areas and may have no other alternative but to bear the cost of higher parking
rates.
Parking Policies that Use Incentives to Encourage Ridesharing
Implementing disincentcves icr SOV commutes may be viewed as a draconian method
that may not be poiitical!y feasib!e to implement. Some employees may not be able to use
transit or ridesharirg to commute to work and may drive alone and spend extra time locating
substitute parking spaces or pay the higher rates. To avoid the problems that may arise as a
result of such policies, other parkirg policies can be used that still promote ridesharing
among employees.
Some experts advise the use of incentives for ridesharing such as money or cash
rewards, travel time savings using efficient HOV lanes, preferential parking locations and
social recognition to persuade people to rideshare.*' State Farm Insurance Company in
Orange County, California had an approximately thirty percent trip reduction of SOVs through
the use of a $30 a month tiavei incentive.*8 tiewlett-Packard in Colorado Springs
accomplished a forty percent increase in carpooling among commuting employees, primarily
through the use of a personalized matching system run by the employer.23 Other employers,
in both the public and private sector, believe that incentives alone are not enough to persuade
enough commuters to switch from SOVs to carpools and vanpools. Therefore, many parking
management plans incorporate both disincentives and incentives in its policies. Parking
Management Policies Implemented by Other Jurisdictions San Francisco
Recognizing the success parking management plans have on reducing SOV
commutes, some cities have implemented parking management programs that use both
disincentives and incentives to encourage ridesharing and the use of mass transit. The State
of California, Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is currently drafting an Employee
Commute Management Program Plan in its District 4 (San Francisco) office. This parking
management plan will be used to encourage its employees to utilize non-SOV commute
modes.30 The District 4 offices will be relocating to a new building in Oakland which gives
Caltrans officials an excellent opportunity to change employee commute habits to include an
increased use of rideshare modes.
The specific goal of the District 4 office is to increase the average vehicle ridership
(AVR) and reduce the SOV rate. The following is the District's goals upon relocation to the
new site:
(1)

Attain an AVR of 1.64 within one of the relocation;

(2)

Attain an AVR of 1.80 within two years of the relocation;
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(3)

Attain an ALiR within three years
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SOV w e by 230'33'

The new parking faclity will accommodate aGDroxlmately 613 veh:cIes.32 DIS:'IC! 4
employs approximately 330C employe?s of wklcb a b c ~ tone-'la!! will he 9 c c ~ p y i n g!he r e w
~ f f i c e s . The
~ ~ foilowin(; is the pr~ority!is? w h c h i a s been es!abi;shed by !he eark!ng
mavagement plan:
(I)

Approximately 273 State vehicles, including stale vehcles that wiil be used for
carpcois and vanpcois;

2

Approximately s,xty spaces wiil be allocated for each Deputy and Branch Chief,

(3)

Twenty-three motorcycie soaces will be created by converting some of the
existing 610 spaces.

(4)

Approximately 289 spaces will be allocated for employee parking.3"

The employee parking will be allocated giving preference to high occupancy commute
vehicles and employees with disabilities. The higher priority will be given to varpocls and
carpools with a greater number of p a ~ s e n g e r s . Final
~ ~ detaiis have not been wcrked out,
however, recognized carpools will be comprised only of District 4 empioyees.36 A child of a
District 4 employee who is attending the on-site chi!d care center, however, is accepted as a
carpool p a ~ s e n g e r . 3Priority,
~
however, will be given to the carpool with three ad~iits.38 The
remaining spaces will be allocated to S O V s District 4 officials have predicted that very el^
spaces will be available for SOVs39
Parking incentives will also be offered to private carpools and vanpools which maintain
the minimum occupancy requirements for at least fifteen working days per month. The State
of California is prohibited from making a profit on a State f a ~ i I i t y . ~ Therefore.
o
officials are
placning to charge a monthly parking rate of fifty dollars to cover operational expense^.^'
Qualified carpools, however, will ba eligible for a twenty dollar monihly parking discoun: in the
garage while qualified vanpools will be eligible for a forty dollar monthly parking disc0unt.~2
Vanpools will be required to carry a minimum of seven Caitrans employees for at least fifteen
working days per month.43
Carpools and vanpools will be enforced through a spot- check method."
The
participants of each carpool and vanpool are required to register with District 4 officiais and ali
participants must arrive at the garage together.45 Parking officials will give two warnings for
occupancy violations and if the employee violates the occupancy rules a third time, the
employee is banned from the pr0gram.~6 Parking officials anticipate minimal abuse of the
carpool and vanpool occupancy r e q ~ i r e m e n t . ~ '
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To further encourage rrdesharing anong Distrct 4 employees. rideshare matching
serv~cesand other informationai programs wiii be i m p l ~ n e n t e d . ~The
8 State will a!so continue
its Reimbursed Rideshare program using state v e h i c i e ~ . ~ gThis program allows state
employees to cse state vehicies to form varpoois and sometimes carpools. The drivers and
coordinators of the vanpools and carpools are compensated !or their services. Only state
employees, however. are permitted :o participate in the pools usirg state vehic:es."O To
recruit reiuctant ernp!oyees to serve as vanpoo1 drivers and cooroirators foc this program, the
state offers a fifty dollar per month cash incen:ive.jl
The Caltrans parking management plan also includes other features that the agency
hopes wiil encourage other modes of transportation. The parking compound will include high
quality bicycle racks surrounded by a chain link fence which wili be available to District 4
employees at no charge.52 Four showers wili be provided in the basement and full-size
clothing lockers wili be given to bicycle and pedestrian commuters.53 An on-site credit union,
cafeteria, sundries store and a child care center minimize an employee's need to drive by
providing these services on the p r e m i s e s . 5 ~ i s t r i c t4 is aiso planning a Guaranteed Return
Trip Program which pays for an employee's ride home if the employee is stranded without a
ride home.55

Bellevue, Washington
In 1987, the City Counci! of Bellevue directed the City Manager to create a
transportation management program to reduce the demand for parking faciiiiies at major city
employment centers.56 In 1988, the Rideshare Parking Maragement Program was created,
which incorporated incentives for employees who used an alternative ridesharing commute
mode.s7 Employees who formed rideshare arrangements or used public transit increased
from fifteen percent to twenty-five percent of commuting e m p i ~ y e e s . ~Later
a
in 1989, the City
implemented the "pay for parking" component to further encourage employees to seek
alternative methods of commuting to and from work and discourage people from being SOV
drivers.59 This created an immediate participation increase to forty-five percent.60 Today, the
program has been successful in having people consider alternative ridesharing methods with
participation of its employees averaging between forty-seven and fifty-four percent.6' Data
are not available regarding the proportion of employees who have switched to ridesharing.
Everyone who works for the City of Bellevue whose work site is at several specified
areas must register for the Rideshare Parking Management Program.G2 Employees can
register for two rideshare options with participation levels of sixty or eighty percent.63 In
other words, employees do not have to rideshare every day. If the employee registers for a
sixty percent participation level, the employee is required to rideshare only twelve or thirteen
days a month. If an employee registers for an eighty percent participation level, the employee
would have to rideshare only sixteen or seventeen days per month. During the remainder of
the month, the City provides coupons to the ernpioyee which allow the employee to park in
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the City's parking f a c ~ i i t y ,If~ smployees
~
choose is dr.va alone, !hey are requireo ro pay the
full price of parking which is $30 per month which is lower than market rates in the area.65
Paying for parking, however, does not guarantee parking. Rather it provides the employee
access to park in City parking lots that are monitored.66 If an employee is unable to find a
parking space, :he City will reimburse the enpioyee the pro-rated amount for that day.C7
Employees who utilize caroools at least sixty percent of each month receive free
parking for remainder of the month.68 Employees who carpooi at least eighty percent each
month receive free parking fcr the remainder of the month plus a $15 per month incentive.63
Employees who use vanpools run by the State sixty percent of the month also receive free
parking.7"mployees
irsing the vanpools eighty percent of each month receive free parking
and a $25 monthly subsidy paid directly to the state vanpool service.71
Enforcement issues are also addressed by the parking management program.
Employees who pay for parking are issued a plastic tag which must be displayed in the
vehicle at all times72 Employees who rideshare are given coupons that can be used only
once./3 The Bellevue Downtown Association (BDA) monitors City parking lots on a daily
basis.74 Vehicles that are improperly parked, parked overtime, parked using an invalid
permit, or parked without a properly displayed permit will receive parking citati0ns.~5 After
three violations, a warning letter is sent. on the fifth violation, the BDA is authorized to tow the
vehicle.76 Violations are kept on the record for one year and then erased.77
Similar to the parking policy implemented by Caltrans, District 4, the parking policy of
the City of Bellevue has other features that enhance the program. The City offers a
guaranteed ride home in which rideshare participants may use vehicles from the City's motor
pool fleet when they need a ride home and other alternatives are not available. Taxicabs are
also available i f a motor pool car is ~ n a v a i l a b ~ e . ~ ~

Washington State Government, Olympia, Washington
The State of Washington has also implemented a parking policy to encourage
ridesharing among state employees. Washington's primary state offices are located in the
capitol city of Olympia, which unlike Honolulu is not a major metropolitan area. Olympia is a
small town and traffic congestion is not a problem as compared to the Seattle area. The state
office buildings are located on two large campuses and are serviced by one large plaza
garage consisting of 5500 spaces. Various surface lots add another thousand spaces. The
State employs approximately ten thousand employees in Olympia.
Although traffic congestion in Olympia is not yet a problem, the State of Washington is
trying to minimize the effects of emissions from SOV commutes that adversely affect the
e n ~ i r o n m e n t . ~ gThey also recognize that energy can be saved if more HOV commutes to
work are used.80 Consequently, the State has implemented several policies to encourage
more carpooling. The State has raised the parking rates from ten dollars per month to fifteen
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Ooilars per
Aitnough tnis a e w ;larklag raif is st;!!conS!beraDiy less t h a n parkma
rates across the ~ a t i o n ,it represents a fifiy percent rate increase. If three or more employees
rideshare together, parking is free and carpoolers are compe."sated by the State.B2 current!^,
the parking structure !s at capac!ty and six hundred employees are on the wai: list.83
Carpools of three or more employees. however, are siven priority for parking and allotted
reserved spaces although the parking structure is zone parking for all other empi0yees.8~As
an added incentive, !he Staie also allows carcool to proceed to tne iront of the parking garage
lines ir the morning.85

City and County of Honolulu
The City and County of Honolulu is also dedicated to reducing SOV travel among its
employees. Although it does not have a rideshare program to rnatch employees with other
ridesharers, carpools are given incentives. Carpools of two or more city empioyees are given
preference for parking in the Civic Center parking facility where a wait 1;s: of over one year
exists.86 The City also offers reduced parking rates to carpools. The following is a list of the
discounted carpool rates:
(1)

Carpools of two city employees

75Vo of parking rate

(2)

Carpools of 3 city employees

50% of parking rate

(3)

Carpools of 4 or more
city employees

free parking

Despite these incentives, carpooling is not prevalent among City employees. Presently,
approximately only forty spaces of the 1027 spaces in the Civic Center parking facility are
needed for carp0oIs.8~
City parking officials also state that enforcing the carpool occupancy requirement is
difficult. To maintain information on the carpools, each carpool participant is required to fill
out an application. This application provides parking officials with a roster of each carpool
which they use to enforce the carpool occupancy requirement.88 Carpoolers are required to
be in the vehicle when entering the parking facility.89 Occupancy abuses occur despite
safeguards.90 Some occupancy abuses have been reported to the City, however, parking
officials presently do not have the means to check on all alleged violations.gl To maintain
more control over the carpooi occupancy requirement, parking officials sometimes require
carpools to operate for a fuli year before the Building Superintendent provides any incentives
to the carpools.92
The City recently explored increasing employee parking rates as a means of reducing
SOVs. Councilman Gary Gill introduced a bill on April 30, 1992 that would have doubled the
parking rates for all City employees except those who were in carpools or drove vehicles that
used alternative fuels.93 City officials are aware that employee parking rates are considerably
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cheaper than otr-isr paeking oown:own and tnat the Iovd COSI might i n i i ~ e n c ee m ~ l ~ y e s:3s
drive to work alone. The following are monthly parking iates for Crty employees:

(1)

Reserved stail in the Civic Center parking
facility

$35

(2)

Unassigned zone parking in in the Civic
Center oarking facility

30

Tandem parkng
parking fac31ity

20

(3)

,n the

C i v ~ c Center

(4)

Reserved uncovered stall

24

(5)

Unreserved uncovered stall

18

(6)

Satellite parking facilities
arena)

(e.g., Blaisdell
1094

The City Council did not pass this bill. Opponents to the bill stated that the parking
rate increases aione would not reduce the number of city employees driving alone to work and
would not be effective because it failed to provide alternate modes of transportation for city
employees. Opponents to the bill believed that unless city employees have alternate modes
of transportation, city employees would continue to drive alone to work. It was also noted that
some employees live in areas that are not efficiently served by public transit and these
employees would choose to pay the increased parking rate rather than spend more hours
commuting to work. It was further noted that some of these employees who would be forced
to pay the higher parking rates would be employees who could least afford the rate increases.

The State of Hawaii Parking Control Policy and the State Rideshare Program
Presently, rideshare advocates have raised the issue that the State Parking Control
Policy may conflict with or inhibit the promotion of ridesharing. In 1989, the lnteragency
Committee on Ridesharing examined the issue of modifying the State's parking control policy
to encourage r i d e ~ h a r i n g . The
~ ~ lnteragency Committee, however, confronted obstacles to
modifying the parking policies and to date, the parking policies have not been significantly
modified to promote ridesharing. The following are parking polices that if modified would
likely decrease SOV commutes among state employees and encourage them to form
car~ools.

Increasing State Parking Rates
State parking rates are substantially less than comparable parking in the downtown
area. The State parking rates range from a high of forty-two dollars per month for a covered,
reserved stall to a low of thirteen dollars per month for open theater areas.96 The State does
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no! off@. rsducec: rates to carca0;s. ire fair market value of other nark!?g azkvn!o~n. j
silbstmtially ntgher.
dow.nto~vnarea:

The follov~ingis a I!st

31

monthly parkizs rares for garages in ( r e

Reserved

Unreserved

(1)

Restaurant Row

-.

$3 56

(3)

Haseko Bul!o:ng

$210

$145

(4)

Grosvenor Center

$240

$360

(5)

Media Five

-.

$130

(6)

Harbor Square

--

$155

This extreme price differential may encourage state employees to drive alone to work.
Proponents of ridesharing believe !ha: by increasing parking rates to be comparable t o the
fair market value of downtown parking, state empioyees may be more likely to seek alternate
modes of transportation such as carpooling with state and non-state employees to defray the
cost of the increased parking.97
Obstacles exist. however, that may make it difficult to raise state parking rates. DAGS
has resisted adopting the DOT'S approach to using parking as a TDM tool which would
reduce the number of SOVs commuting to the downtown area. DAGS contends that state
employees are not paid as much as empioyees in the private sector and it would be unfair to
charge them the fair market value of parking.98 Theretore, DAGS has an informal policy not
to make a profit from a state facility.99 Parking charges are calculated to only cover the
operational expenses of the parking facilities.
The Hawaii Government Employees' Association (HGEA), the collective bargaining unit
for many state and county empioyees may also raise some opposition to parking rate
increases. Pursuant to chapter 89, Hawaii Revised Statutes, parking is a non-negotiabie item
for state and county employees in the collective bargaining process and the HGEA cannot
technically oppose parking rate increases which the State can unilaterally raise. While
parking is a non-negotiable item, however, HGEA has sometimes expressed concern
regarding the increased costs of non-negotiable items especially when these costs erode
newly negotiated pay increases. The State, however, has recently raised the monthly parking
rate from thirty dollars per month to forty-two doilars per month without any strong objection
from the HGEA. Therefore, whether, and the extent to which objections come from public
employee unions may be determined b y how substantial an increase is.
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For one class of state employees, however, paiktng is a ne_l?o!iabreitem whose parking
charges can be brought to the bargaining table. Employees whose employment is
conditioned upon the use of a vehicle during business hours are given a ncnthly parking
subsidy of thirty dollars from the agency that emgicys them. It is the amount of this subsidy
that can be negotiated at the bargaining table. Consequently, the State may have problems
reducing the parking subsidy for this class of employees.

The Supply of State Parking in the Downtown Area
The State is also planning more parking for the downtown area.100 One of the reascins
cited for the expansion of the State's dowctown parking facility is that a severe shortass of
parking exists and the State has a five-year wait list for State parking.10' The DOT opposes
the construction of more parking facilities in the downtown area and advocates the use of
alternate modes of transportation. If more parking is made available, state employees will
probably continue to drive alone to work and the traffic congestion on Oahu will become more
severe. Carpool Policies under the State Parking Control Policy
The State's parking control policy also lacks incentives for carpools. "Carpool" is
defined as "an arrangement or agreement among two or more eligible employees or servicing
agents each working within the state capital complex to use a motor vehicle which is
registered as a carpool v e h i ~ ! e . " ~ oThe
~ vehicle being used for the carpool must be
registered to the participants or to members of the participant's immediate family.'03 A
vehicle owned by a non-state employee cannot qualify for parking even though it carries state
employees.
Proponents of ridesharing contend that the above-referenced restriction inhibits
ridesharing between state and non-state employees. If a non-state and state employee
decided to form a carpool, the state employee would be forced to drive every day. Rideshare
advocates believe this stringent policy may deter a state employee from carpooling with a
non-state employee because they will not be able to rotate driving duties.
State parking officials, however, believe that the carpool program has more than
enough incentives to encourage ridesharing.Io4 The state parking policy recently reduced the
carpool occupancy requirement from three state employees to two, to encourage more
ridesharing. The program also gives preference to empioyees who can form carpools
whenever there are vacancies within the State's parking facilities.los The Automotive
Management Division of DAGS, however, has observed that preferential space assignment
and free parking promotions do not motivate a large number of employees to sacrifice the
flexibility and convenience of driving their own vehicies.'06 Currently only thirty-eight spaces
are assigned to carpools within the division's twenty-four parking Iots.107
DAGS has been unwilling to further modify the parking policy to allow vehicles owned
by non-state employees to park in a state facility. Officials express concern that al!owing non-
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s!ale employees :c ;art,c:paic in the carpool with state cmpioyees twotiid s ~ g n i f ~ c a ~reduce
tiy
the chances of state emp!oyees obtaining parking within a reasonable l e n ~ t hof time.m"fthe
state parking control pol~cyis modified to allow both state and non-state employee-owned
vehicles to park in state garages, non-state employees would overtax the limited number of
soaces available for state needs.
In support of their zurrent parking program, state parking officials say that it vqi!l be
d,fficuli l o erforcs carpools between state and non-state e m p l ~ y e e s ~ example,
~ ~ o r if any
vehicle is allowed to park in a state parking facility, a state employee may obtain parking for
non-state evployees. in Washington, the State created a task force to study the increase in
parking rates and required that all state employees re-register for parking.I10 This study
revea!ed that many veh~cles that parked in the state structure did not belong to State
employees.1~1 Because carpool occupancy violations may occur DAGS is unwilling to
implement a system that lrvould allow non-state vehicles to park in the slate facility.

The State's Enforcement of the Carpool Occupancy Requirement
The state parking control policy requires that all participants be in the vehicle when it
is parked in the morning.H2 This may be acceptable for carpoolers who all work in fairly
close proximity to the parking garage. This requirement, however, may deter carpooling
among some employees who would otherwise rideshare because any benefits arising from
carpooling may be eliminated by the inconvenie~ceof not being able to be dropped off and
instead having to walk from the parking garage to their offices. State officials contend,
however. that this requirement is necessary to enforce the carpool requirements. Without
this requirement state parking officials would be required to make time-consuming
investigations to determine whether an employee rode to work with the designated carpool.
These investigations would require more personnel than the Automotive Management Division
can soare.
The DOT believes that the urgent need to implement alternate modes of transportation
outweighs the arguments raised by DAGS officials. They acknowledge that some state
employees may be displaced because of the preference given t o carpools that may
sometimes carry non-state employees. They also realize that people may abuse the system.
Their first priority, however, is to reduce the number of SOVs on Oahu's highways to relieve
traffic congestion. If that means implementing policies that may not be fair to everyone
affected, the DOT believes that sacrificing a few to save the whole is a better policy.

The State's Parking Policy Lacks Incentives for Carpoolers
The parking control policy also does not offer significant incentives for employees to
rideshare or any disincentives for single occupant vehicles. A priority and regular waiting list
exists for state parking."3 Carpools. however, are not given as much a priority over single
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l
occupant vehicles as is axcorded ti, carpools ic other Gi:rgS The approvai or d i s a p p r c i ~of
recommended vames for parking assign men!^ is based on the f ~ l i ~ w i nfactors:
g
(1)

Position in state governmen:;

(2)

Government agency's operational require~xents;

(3)

Status as a qualrf~eddisao.ed person,

(a)

Meed for a personai motor vehicie to carry out state business d u r i ~ gthe day;

(5)

Car pools; and

(6)

Other unique factors which justify the assignment of a priority parking
space1I4

Carpools are not given !op priority and state employees who wouid otherwise form a
carpool to obtain state parking may stiil be by-passed. The Division Chief, however, states
that preference is given to carpools when parking is available. Carpools, however, are not
offered reduced parking rates. Conversely, SOVs are not penalized with higher parking rates.
Carpools participants do not receive cash incentives or a guaranteed ride home. The only
incentive given to carpools is that they may select the specific stalls in the lot they desire.
except those already reserved and those in the Capitol parking iot.
The state parking policy has done little to promote ridesharing between state and nonstate employees. The current rules provide few of the incentives to carpoolers that other
jurisdictions offer. SOVs are also not penalized as they are in other cities. Although
modifying the state parking policy wouid most probabiy enhance the State's rideshare
program, obstacies make it be politically difficult to modify these policies. Until a policy
decision is made as l o whether state parking is primarily a TDM tool to be used to increase
ridesharing, rather than a benefit or service for state employees, DAGS will probably continue
to resist any change in its parking policies. If the Legislature determines that the parking
facilities should be used as a TDM tool it must then enact legislation that wiil assist DAGS in
implementing new policies.
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Chapter 4
THEUNSEENEFFECTS
OF MODIFYING STATE PARKING POLICIES
The Real Cost of Parking for State Employees
Descite the belaw-market price of state parkicg. state emoloyees may already be
spending more of their incomes 3n parking than some private sector empiayees who receive
parking subsidies from the~r employers as part of tiielr total compensation package.
Employer-paid or subs!dized parking frequently is given to employees as a fringe benefit
because it is not included Ir- ihe employee's taxable incone.' In other words, employers are
able to give their employees tax-free money by paying for parking that would otherwise be
paid for by the employee's after-tax income.
For example, many law firms in downtown Honolulu provide free parking to their
attorneys. Anong the larger downtown employers, Bank of Hawaii, First Hawaiian Bank and
Hawaiian Electric provide free or subsidized parking for their empioyees in upper
management. Consequently, if the state parking rates are raised, state employees, who on
the average earn less than upper management employees in the private sector, will be paying
even more for parking in comparison to certain other downtown workers.

Parking Policies of Private Sector Employers
that Gonflic: with the State's Rideshare Program
The DOT'S efforts to reduce SOVs by using state parking facilities as a TDM tool have
also been frusrrated by private sectar empioyers who make parking available to their
empioyees. Some large downtown empioyers may also have parking policies that actually
encourage SOV commutes
One example is Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO) which
occupies offices in downtown a x ouiside the downiown area along Ward Avenue. HECO is
one of only a few large employers who offer low-cost parking to many of their employees.
The Ward Avenue site is where most HECO employees work and HECO has four
parking lots in this area. The company's parking policies are similar to the current state
policies. According to a HECO official, parking is not a fringe benefit. Parking, however, is
provided as a service to its employees and is not meant to be a money-making venture for the
company. Parking rates range from twenty-five dollars per month for covered, reserved stalls
to a low of fifteen dollars per month for unassigned, uncovered parking. These rates cover
the operating expenses of the facilities but do not cover the real property taxes. Because
these rates are considerably less tkan the market value of private lots, demand exceeds
supply.
HECO's parking policies also include incentives for carpools such as paying monthly
travel allowances to carpools to cover the cost of gasoline, insurance and auto maintenance.

THE UNSEEN EFFECTS OF MODlFYli~GSTATE

PARKING POLICIES

Despite the ridgslare !nceo:lves afforsd by gmgiuyerc such 3 5 I-IECO. tne bottorc-ii8ceoiiec?
of HECO's parking supply is an underminlng of tne DOT'S rideshare program. The negative
effects, however, are not intended and HECO officrals have expressed a willingness to work
with the State to formulate poilcles rhat will enhance the State's rideshare progran'.

Analysis
Since some iarge downtown employers arcvide free, subsidized cr low-csst parking to
their employees, changing only rhe state park:ng control policies may not be enobgh of an
incentive i o encourage ridesharing between state and non-state empicyges. Many ncn-s;ate
employees enjoy free or lovi-cost parking and wouid rather drive alone than incur the
inconveniences of ridesharing. Therefore, even if the State changed irs policies to allow
carpools between state and non-state employees or raised its parking rates to discourage
SOV commutes among its employees, other impediments to the ultimate goal of reducing
traffic in the downtown area would remain in the form of parking policies of other employers in
the downtown area that mirror the State's present policies but are not subject to state control.
Despite the fact that many private sector employees may not be persuaded to
rideshare, the State can still amend its parking policies to promote ridesharing policies to
advance the idea that TDM measures are necessary to solve Oahu's traffic problems. If
carpool policies are relaxed to allow non-state employees to park in a state facility. DAGS wii!
be required to formulate an effective enforcement procedure to monitor carpoo! occupancy
rates. This procedure could then be used as a model for others in the community.
Additionally, if state parking rates are increased to a point where the facilities produce
revenues in excess of expenses, the Legislature should consider in advance how those
revenues will be gsed. The na:ure of state parking facilities is different from private parking
lots. Most private parking lots are run for the purpose of making a profit for their owners. In
the case of the Melim building, for example, parking rates are set at a ieve! where the owner
can recoup the initial outlay of expenses, pay for the current operating expenses of :he facility
and make some profit.2
If the state parking fees were raised to the levels charged in commercial lots
downtown, the surplus revenues generated could be substantial. However, while the policies
followed by DAGS in implementing the state parking policy may conflict with or inhibit the
promotion of ridesharing, it must be noted that these policies are neither illogical or irrational,
particularly to the extent that higher level guidance has not been provided.
For example, to the extent that DAGS follows a policy of not making a profit on state
parking facilities, this can be seen as a facially neutral policy that neither makes money from
state employees nor provides them with a subsidy (at least to the extent that DAGS
determines that the "cost" of the parking for which the employees are paying is equal to the
operating expenses for the parking facilities). If DAGS is to follow a policy of turning a profit
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on stare parking. then :he i+xt question %vo.~ld
be " 3 ~ much of a profit srio;iil it t r y ra w r ? ?
i f the policy is to generate as great a profit as possioie frorr :he pars;" fa.:~I!ties, the'l the
state parking facilities coulc be operated on the same basis as any commercial parking
facility. In other words, the State could charge what the market wodld Sear which would
make parking a money-mak~ngactivity and not an employee re:ated beneflt or service. A
further decision would then need to be made as to how the profits shouid be used.
The potential prohiern regarding the disposition cf the excess funds collected irom tno
parking facilities may stem from the State's failure to clearly acdress whether state park~ngis
really meant to be a benefit (or service) for state employees or a TDM tool. If it is to be used
as a TDM tool then it may be acceptable to raise the parking rates despite the
disproportionate negative impact it will have on state employees who will spend more of their
income to pay for parking than some private sector employees who are subsidized by their
own employers. The excess funds couid then be used to purchase vans for state-ernpioyee
vanpools and other rideshare alternatives as part of the State's traffic management plan for
Oahu.
The Department of Personnel Services (DPS) may be also have some input into this
issue. If parking is solely a TDM tooi, the State may be handicapped in the job recruitment
market. DPS may want to make parking a fringe benefit for certain state employees,
particularly where positions may be hard to fill due to competition with the private sector.
Currently, DPS' position is that parking is not meant to be a fringe benefit.3
Before the State determines whether state parking is an employee benefit or service or
a TDM tooi, the State must resolve the primary issue of its dual role in the community. Is it
primarily a policy setter? If so: then it may be necessary to take drastic steps and use state
parking as a TDM tool to set an example for the community despite the negative effect it will
have on state employees. However, the State is also an employer who must be competitive in
the job market to attract and retain capable employees. If the State determines that it is most
important to attract competent employees, the State should reconsider using parking solely as
a TDM tooi since private sector employers often provide free or low-cost parking to certain
employees as a fringe benefit, Parking in downtown Honolulu is important to many
employees and the offer of free or subsidized parking ultimately may handicap the State in
recruiting and retaining capable employees.
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Chapter 5
INCREASDJG HOV LANE ENFORCEMENT ON
OAHU USING INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES
An HOV facility is another TDM measure that can reduce the number of vehicles
traveling on Oahu's roadways. An HOV tacility is a iane whose use is restricted during peak
traffic hours for exciusive use by Duses and carfools carrying a required number of
passengers.' The purpose of HOV lanes is to maximize the people-carrying capacity of a
roadway by providing free-flowing and faster trave! for those vehicles carrying more than one
occupant.2 The number of passengers is usually set by law and an occupancy violation will
result in a traffic citation. In 1989, Act 29, Session Laws of Hawaii 1989, was passed which
reduced the minimum occupancy requirement from three to two riders to make it easier for
commuters to form carpools. HOV lanes in operation on Oahu at the end of 1989 include:
(1)

H-1 freeway: one HOV lane in each direction between Waiawa and Keehi
interchanges;

(2)

Moanalua freeway: a two-mile HOV lane kokohead direction from Halawa to
Middle Street interchanges;

(3)

Kalanianaole Highway: a two-mile contraflow HOV lane in the Ewa direction
from Aina Haina to H-1 freeway;

(4)

Kawaihai Street: a one-mile bus-only iane in Hawaii Kai from Hawaii Kai Drive
to Kalanianaole Highway:

(5)

Hotel Street Bus Mall: a ten block bus-only mall through downtown Honolulu
for many of the major urban routes of TheBus system;

(6)

Kalakaua Avenue: a four-block Ewa direction bus-only lane to provide more
direct routing of TheBus services in ~ a i k i k i . ~

An HOV facility wiii be most successful in encouraging commuters to rideshare if it is
able to provide the following:

(1)

An increase in the people-moving capacity of the facility;

(2)

High-speed travel to a large number of people to reduce the average travel
time; and

(3)

An incentive for people to share rides to increase the number of people being
carried per a vehicle.

W O ASPECTS OF RIDESHARING
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The effectireness of MOV lanes is tyoical'y measured in ?ern?so i travel time savings,
with a minimum total travei time advantage of between five to erght minutes required to attract
increased ridesharing."OV
facilities are most effective in increasing ridesharing when travel
times are reduced by fifteen minutes or more.5 Differences in time savings are usuaily
attributed to user compliance, enforcement and accessibility.6 Various studies have been
conducted which concluded that the effectiveness varies with each facility, however, the most
successful HOV facilities are able to carry three times as many people as a conventionai
lane.' These studies have also found that HOV lanes are most effective in dense urban cores
with high levels of existing transit and carpool use and are much less effective in less dense!y
developed areas.8 Therefore, HOV facilities can be an effective TDM measure for Oahu.
Occupancy violations increase the volume of traffic traveling on HOV lanes and these
occupancy violations must be kept to a minimum to maintain free-flowing traffic. It has been
observed that when HOV occupancy requirements are not strictly enforced, more SOVs will
use the HOV lane to take advantage of the high-speed travel. If HOV facilities are as
congested as the normal lanes, people may not be convinced to rideshare because HOV
lanes will not providr? any travel time savings. Consequently. it is imperative that HOV lane
violations are adequately enforced

Current Enforcement Measures in Hawaii
HOV lanes are authorized pursuant to section 291C-53, Hawaii Revised Statutes. In
the City and County of Honolulu, the Honolulu Police Department (HPD) is authorized to
enforce the HOV occupancy requirements. Pursuant to section 291C-165, Hawaii Revised
Statutes, an officer is authorized to stop an offender and issue a citation when the officer
observes an occupancy violation. The police use solo bike officers to carry out the
enforcement of the HOV occupancy requiremewg Officers sometimes ride along with the
traffic to observe traffic violations. At other times, officers may station themselves in the
shoulder area of the freeway.
The stop and cite enforcement technique, however, has not been an efficient method
of enforcement. It takes at least ten minutes for an officer to write a citation.'O During this
time, other occupancy violators cannot be apprehended. The scene of the violating vehicle
being cited can also cause "rubbernecking" by other motorists which tends to slow the flow of
traffic in the HOV lanes. Many HOV facilities also do not have a sufficient median shoulder
that would allow a patrol officer to apprehend and ticket violators and this technique can be
dangerous for both the officer and the passengers of the vehicle being cited.
In response to the negative aspects of the stop and cite method, the HPD has directed
its officers not to enforce the HOV facilities unless they can do so without impeding traffic. As
a result, HOV lane violations frequently occur. On Oahu, most HOV lanes are concurrent flow
freeway lanes, without any barrier or separation from the normal traffic lanes. The exceptions
are the Makai Viaduct and the Aina Koa to Kapiolani section on the H-1 freeway. The
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violat~on?ares on ccrzurrsnt HOV lanes are ~ s u a l l yhrgher than HOV facilities that are

separated from the normal flow of traffic because it 1s easier l o access the HOV lanes from
the regular flow of traffic.''

HOV Occupancy Violation Rates on Oahu
Older surveys of the H-1 freeway, when an occupancy rate of three or more was in
effect, indicated that eighty percent of the vehicles in the HOV lane were viciarors." The
DOT has conducted various surveys on the HOV accupancy violation rates since the
reduction in the minimum occupancy requiremert was reduced to two people. Violation rates
during this period ranged from twenty-seven percent to 62.3 percent. The following are
results of some of the DOT'S study on HOV occupancy violation rales af:er the occupancy
requirement had been reduced to t v ~ opassengers:
(I)

Kalanianaole Highway
December 19, 1990
All lanes, peak period: 6:45-7:45 a.m.
Average vehicle ridership (AVR): 1.29 people
HOV lane, peak period: 6:45-7:45 a.m
AVR: 1.91 people
Violation rate: 27 percent13
November 14, 1991 to November 15, 1991
All lanes: peak period: 6:45-7:45 a.m.
AVR: 1.26 people
HOV lane: peak pericd: 6:45-7:45 a.m
AVR: 1.60 people
Violation rate: 47.60 percent1"
May 7, 1992
All lanes: peak period: 6:45-7:45
AVR: 1.28 people
HOV lane: peak period: 7:OO-8:OO a.m
AVR: 1.79 people
Violation rate: 33.71 percenti5

(2)

Moanalua Freeway
November 15, 1991
All lanes: peak period: 6:OO-7:00 a.m
AVR: 1.27 people
HOV lane: peak period: 6:OO-7:OO a.m
AVR: 1.44 people
Violation rate: 62.30 percent16
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These statistics indicate that Oahu's HOV facr1it;es are not operating efficieqtly. In
one study done on the Mcanalua freeway, sixty-two percent of all vehicles using the HOV lane
had only one passenger. Many SOVs v~olatethe HOV Dccupancy requiremert because t'ie
commuters know that the chances of their being cited are minimal. The presence of SOVs
traveling in the HOV lane reduces !he people-moving capacity of !he HOV FaciJity. It also
impedes high-speed travel and eliminates the travel time savinl;s for ridesharers.
Consequently, Oahu's HOV facilities are not providing an incentive for commuters to share
rides.
Adequate enforcement is essertial to the successful operation of Oahu's HOV
facilities. Many HOV facilities on Oahu, however, do not provide adequate shoulder areas
where an officer can safely pull over a violator without disrupting traffic and when an officer
does puil a violator over, traffic-flow slows because of the rubbernecking. As a result, current
enforcement measure are minimal.

Innovative HOV Occupancy Enforcement Techniques
The common method of detecting, stopping and citing violators is time consuming,
expensive and often unsafe to the offender and the officer. To overcome design and
operational difficulties of HOV facilities as exist in Honolulu, several strategies have been
tested to streamline the citing of the offender. These techniques include:
(1)

A mail-out warning approach:

(2)

Barrier separated HOV lanes;

(3)

Increased fines; and

(4)

Mail-out citations supported by an officer's observation and video camera
surveillance.

This study will focus on this last method

Mail-out Citations Supported by Officer Observation and Video Camera Surveillance
Mail-out citations supported by video camera surveillance can be a more efficient
method of enforcement than the current method of stopping and citing a violalor. A mail-out
citation is a system where an officer observes HOV lane violations and copies down the
license plate number of the offending vehicle. After the identity of the registered owner is
ascertained using information available at the agency having jurisdiction over motor vehicles
(MVA), a citation is mailed to the registered owner at the address given to the MVA. A recent
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The DOT, HPD. Ces~varl0ahu Transportation Managc.rn?ni Assec~at!on~ L G T M Aand
J
the Chamber of Commerce or Hawail presented testimony !n favor of the bill. The testimony
of the Office of the Public Defender praised the purpose of the bill but raised concerns
regarding the bill's provisions. In testimony, the Public Defender stated that a seven day time
period may be too short a period for (he violator to respond to the citationL"5 Whi!e a seven
day response period may be appropriate in the case of parking citations where the ticket is
physically located on a vehicle and consequently prestimptlvely received by the vehicle driver
on the date of isstiance, a registered owner would have no knowledge of the issuance of an
HOV occupancy citation m i i l it is received in the mail.26 The Public Defender recommended
that the response period be extended to twenty-one or thirty days. In support of this
recommendation the Public Defender raised the issue that the owner may be on vacation or
not available for several days in which time a penal summons might be issued for the owner
prior to the owner learning of the existence of the citation." The Public Defender also noted
that since the citation is not required to be mailed by either certified or registered mail, there
is no guarantee that the registered owner will ever receive actual notice that the owner's
vehicle is alleged to have violated the carpool lane provision.
The Public Defender also objected to the bill's provision which deemed the registered
owner of a vehicle liable for the illegal use of the carpool lane. The title of the provision
stated that registration plates would be "prima facie evidence as to the fault of the registered
owner".28 "Prima facie" evidence is "evidence which, if accepted in its entirety by the trier of
fact, is sufficient to prove the factU.*g Although the due process clause of the United State
Constitution requires the prosecution to prove every element of the crime beyond a
reasonable doubt in order to convict a defendant, the prima facie evidence rule allows the
case to be presented to the jury without necessarily meeting its burden of persuasion. Prima
facie evidence does not conclusively prove that the defendant is guilty. The defendant has
the opportunity to rebut the evidence to prove the defendant's case.

Hawaii Supreme Court's Interpretation of the Prima Facie Evidence Rule
A law that requires the finding of guilt upon the finding of certain evidence, however, is
impermissible. The Hawaii Supreme Court has ruled that a mandatory presumption of
inference may impermissibly shift the burden to the defendant.30 A bill such as H.B. No. 23
(1991) may impermissibly shift the burden to the violator. The bill provides that evidence of
an HOV violation gathered through an officer's observation that the registered owner's vehicle
was carrying less than two people in the carpool lane results in the registered owner being
liable for the violation. This bill did not contain a provision whereby the registered owner
could wresent evidence to rebut the officer's observation.
This problem, however, can be corrected if the text of the bill contained language to
the effect that evidence collected by the observing officer identifying a vehicle through its
registration plates will be prima facie evidence as to the fault of the registered owner of the
vehicle observed to be in violation of the carpool occupancy requirement. This would not be a
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lacciatory f ~ n $ ~of~ijiiiit.
y
As stared above, p:.ina facie evidsncs is authorized by law. A
registered owner can present evidence :o rebut the officer's evioence.
Other prcblems in the bill raised by the Public Defenaer are as foilows
(1)

The bill contains practical obstacles to enforcement such as improper
issuances of citations for unobserved Dassengers;

(2)

tio iegisiatnon is being enacted that wcuid address the serious law enforcement
problem created by dark tinted windows that could De used to avoid citations:

(3)

Tbe bill fails to provndeany penalty for the improoer use of the carpooi lane,
ard

(4)

It would be very difficult for the government to sustain its burden of proving this
violation when no concrete evidence is available to prove that the vehicle was
actually operating in the carpool lane when alleged, other than ihe notaiion of a
police officer of a presumably moving vehicle. If the owner orally denies the
officer's contention, a court would be in an awkward position in evaluating the
evidence.3'

Because of the potential for errors the bill was held in committee to explore other
factors that can reduce officer observation errors. One recommendation was to use video
cameras to provide evidence to support the officer's observation.

The Feasibility of Using Video Cameras in Determining
the Occupancy of Vehicles Using HOV Facilities
In 1990, a study was done for the State of California. Department of Transportation to
determine the feasibility of using videotape in HOV lane surveillance and enforcement.32
California's current enforcement of HOV facilities is similar to Hawaii's stop and cite method.
This enforcement method requires substantial commitments of personnel and equipment by
the California Highway Patrol. It is estimated that personnel costs for enforcing California's
ten mainline HOV lanes exceeded $400,000 in 1990.33 The study was conducted over six
days of field tests during which time researchers set cameras in different configurations on
and under freeway overpasses and established a three-way monitor in a separate video
control ~ n i t . 3The
~ researchers experimented with different speed films, camera placements
and angles to obtain the most accurate counts of vehicle occupancy.35
Auxiliary equipment was also used l o increase the accuracy of the videotape
surveillance. The researchers used a special effects generator that made the exact time and
location a permanent part of the videotape record.3"olarized
filters helped to solve the
problems with glare from shiny cars and windshields, however, it reduced the light-gathering
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w'th three caneras ;oca:eo 30 an cvercajs. sjose,qjer,t vleeotap;. revew cra::,cec:
a "+a:se
alarm" rate 31 twe?:y-cne perie?t I t That 6 . rwe.m,:y-Cre percent of t h . 3 ~ 2vehtcles een~af93
as V!claiXs by vldec:aoe reviewers l:#h;ch had been checked by off~cerson site a c t ~ a l l yhad
the reqbred ?umber of o c ~ u c ~ n$2
i s in later tests ',vitbtiie :nl:d camera moved to !he
freeway itself, the iarse alarm rate rose to fifty-one percent." The c h e f catis2 of false alarm;
appeared :o be smai' c?!!drer?and sleeping adzits iocated ot; of view of ali three cameras,""
The acciiracy of videotape survei;iance is aiso affected by other factors Ambient
lighting cond;:ions, glare and such vahicle des.g? features as tin!& windows, headrests.
windshield posts and Tigh windows a:so made i f oifficlil?to interpret the number of 'dideotaoed
vehicle occupants consis!evtiya~ Videotape reviewers in this study reported that these
condit~onsmade it imaossable t3 astimate :he o c c ~ c a n c yof 1: 4 percent of the vehicles
passing by tne videc cameras 46 /ndivid!~a!
reviewers aisc differed widely in their attemprs to
documert vehicle occupancy ieveis v ~ h i c hsuggest ti-at !ape revrewsis mtist be well-irainea 10
e n s u e that certain conditions do no! trigger false alarms and :ha! the ambigcous views are
!ieated consistently by al! reviewers47
Tne Hawaii DOT aiso e w e r men!% w.th the use of video cai-eras to survey vehicie
occupancy rates on Oahd The DOT corciuded :hat vids3tape scrveiiia-ce cannot a c c ~ r a t e l y
determine the occupancy rates of vehicles traveiing in HOV I a n e s 4 ~The DOT also 2ointed
out that peak mornins traffic hours sonet:mes occurs in the dark esceciaiiy during the w!n:er
months, therefore, video carrera surveillar'ce alone would not be a feasible alternative to
enforce HOV occiipancy v ~ o l a t ~ o n s . ~ ~
The California study a!so concluded that videotape by itself does not appear to be
accurate enotigh to provide a basis for citations. It concluded. howeve:, that the combination
of videotape and an observing officer could c3nceivably provide the accuracy needed for a
system of malled warnings and cita!ions.jo The study conciuded :hat this system is a costeffective enforcement measure that would eliminate poiice pursuits of violators. and prov.de
evidevce for court hearings.jl
Seoarate and distinct from the use of video-cameras in HOV lane enforcement,
however, the state of California has considered prohibiting the use of video-cameras in
vehicular speed ticketing. The technique invoives the use of a high-speed camera that is
placed in the back of a statinnavy vehicle. As a s2eeding car passes, a photo of the car and
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c c u p a n t is laken. A ticket is then ,marled tc tne registaw0 owner of the vehicle. usua!iy
arriving !wo weeks a'ter the incident.
1%

Senate Bill No. 1772 was introduced during the 1991 session of the California
Legislature by Senator Frank Hill. The bill states the Legisiature finds and declares that the
results of photo radar as a measurement of vehicular speed, or the opinion of a person
interpreting a phot3 radar recording, is unduly prejudiciai evidence and should be excluded in
a jud~cia: proceeding unless notice of the violation is personaily delivered to, and
acknowledged by, the driver at the time of the violation.52 The bill specifies that it is the
intent of the Legislature to ensure the reliability of traffic citations relying on the use of photo
radar and to protect against misidentification of innocent drivers.53
Another concern the drafters of the bill raised was the way in which cities contract with
the manufacturers of the photo radar machines. Well over $80,000 worth of equipment, plus
expert witnesses for use in court, are supplied free of charge to the cities in exchange for a
part of the revenue from paid citations.54 The bill passed the Senate but remains in
committee in the Assembly as of this writing.
In late 1992, New Jersey enacted a law banning the use of photo radar to track
speeding ~ i o l a t o r s . ~The
~ concerns raised by legislators were similar to their California
counterparts. The bill's primary sponsor, Stephen Mikulak cited the depersonalization of law
enforcement, increased expenditures for hardware and an attack on the tradition in American
jurisprudence that a person is innocent until proven guilty.56

Innovative Techniques Used in Other Jurisdictions
Virginia
Virginia also experienced high violation rates on its HOV facilities. Violation rates
averaged approximately thirty percent during the peak-hour from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m.s7 In
the peak period, violation rates sometimes increased to fifty-two percent.58 Before 1989,
Virginia used the traditional stop and cite method of enforcement.59 This method was not
successful in efficiently enforcing HOV violations. Consequently, in 1989, the Virginia
Legislature amended its statute to allow the Virginia State Police to issue summonses by mail
to HOV lane violators, thereby eliminating the need for troopers to detain them on the scene
and aliowing officers to catch more vioiators simply by writing down license numbers.60
This change in the statute made violations a traffic infraction rather than a moving
violation and thereby eliminated the assessment of points toward the revocation of the driver's
license is assessed. The statutory provision states:
I n t h e p r o s e c u t i o n o f an (HOV) o f f e n s e , committed i n t h e
presence o f a law-enforcement o f f i c e r , o f f a i l u r e t o obey a road
s i g n r e s t r i c t i n g a highway, o r p o r t i o n t h e r e o f , t o t h e use o f
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high-occupancy v e h i c l e s , p r o o f t h a t t h e v e h i c l e described i n t h e
HOV i i o : a t i o n surmons war operate.< i n v i o i a t i o n of t h i s seeZion,
together with p r o o f t h a t t h e defendant was a t t h e time o f such
v i o l a t i o n t h e r e g i s t e r e d owner o f the v e h i c l e , s h a l l c o n s t i t u t e
i n evidence a r e b u t t a b l e p r e s , m p t i o r t h a t srich r e g i s t e r e d owcer
o f the v e h i c l e was t h e person who c o m i t t e d t h e v i o l a t i o n . Such
presumption s h a l l be r e b u t t e d if tine r e g i s t e r e d owner o f t h e
v e h i c l e t e s t i f i e s i n open c o u r t under o a t h t h a t he was n o t t h e
operator o f t h e v e h i c l e a t t h e t i n e o f the v i o l a t i o n . 6 1
This statute provides that an officer's observation of a violation of a vehicle will create a
rebuttable presumption of that the registered owner committed the violation. It also provides,
similar to H.8. No. 23 (1991) that summonses are mailed by first- class mail to the address of
the owner of the vehicle as shown on the records of the State's Department of Motor
~ehicles." U n k a H.B. No. 23, however, the Virginia statute does not require a mandatory
finding that the registered owner is responsible for the violation. It allows the registered
owner to rebut the evidence in open court and under oath that the owner was not the operator
of the vehicle at the time of the violation. The original statutory provision required that
violators appear in court, although no penal summons was authorized where an owner did not
appear. The statute was revised and no longer requires that violators appear in court.63
Currently, violators are allowed simply to mail in their fine.
Despite the ease in which a registered owner can rebut the evidence of the violation
gathered by the officer, this enforcement technique has been s u c ~ e s s f u l . 6The
~ ticket by mail
program has increased by four or five times the number of tickets one officer can issue.65
Before the new law took effect, the State Police wrote approximately five hundred summonses
a month for HOV ~ i o l a t i o n s . In
~ ~July, 1990 troopers issued about 1,041 summonses, of
which 517 were by mai1.'j7 Approximat~lyeighty percent of all observed violators are mailed
tickets." consequently, violations rates have been reduced, traffic flow is not interrupted as
much as it is with normal enforcement methods, and the safety of the police officer and the
motorist are enhanced.69 It is interesting to note that even though it is easy for a registered
owner to rebut the charge, in fact few violators are actually going to court to fight the
ti~kets.~o
Virginia has not adopted the use of video camera surveillance to supplement an
officer's observation. To ensure that the proper individual receives the ticket, officers
sometimes momentarily stop vehicles to obtain the driver's license or social security number
of the driver.7' Virginia police have found that even stopping the vehicle to obtain this
information is much shorter than the fifteen minutes it normally takes to issue a citation.
Some HOV facilities, however, have limited areas to pull over vehicles which restricts the use
of this method and officers have adopted other safeguards.72 One method is for the
observing officer to copy down the make and color of the vehicle and check it later against
information available on the registered plates with information at another department, the
Department of Motor Vehicles.'3 These safeguards have proven to be helpful in eliminating
citations being issued erroneously.

iNCREASiF4G HOV LANE ENFORCEMEFaT

Washington State
Violation of the occupancy requirement is the most frequent problem associated with
HOV lanes in S e a t ~ l e . ' ~Washington State also uses the traditional stop and cite method of
enforcing HOV occupancy requirements. The State has also experienced limitations with this
method and in November of 1989, the State implemented an innovative enforcement
technique that uses a mail-out system of warnings to HOV iane violators. The Washington
State Department of Transporta:ion has developed a HERO program where motorists can call
a toli-free number to report HOV lane violations to the State Patrol. The motorist must provide
the Patrol the license number of the vehicle, plus some description of the vehicle. Vehicie
owners are then informed by mail about the proper use of the lanes to deter repeat violations.
The Washington State Patrol is kept informed of repeat violators. Whenever possible, the
State Patrol contacts them or they are issued a moving violation on the r0ad.~5
Although recent studies have not been able to evaluate the percentage decrease in
HOV violations, officiais believe the program has been successful in decreasing HOV
violations. The HERO program also seems to be an effective tool for relieving the public's
frustration over often unpenalized HOV lane violators.76 One problem with this program,
however, is that callers sometimes do not leave adequate information regarding the violators
which makes it impossible for the Slate Patrol to mail out a warning.77 To date, no court
challenges have been initiated regarding the permissibility of the mail-out warnings.
In 1991, the Washington State Legislature failed to pass a bill that would have allowed
the State Patrol to enforce HOV iane violations using video camera surveillance. Among the
concerns expressed in opposition to the bill was the reliability of current technology in
detecting the occupancy of vehicles. This attempt to implement more innovative HOV
enforcement techniques indicates that traditional methods of enforcement may not be
sufficient to maintain efficient HOV facilities and that other methods need to be used to
reduce the current violation rates.
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Chapter 6

FINDINGS AND R E C O m N D A T I O N S
Findings
Conflicting State Policies that Inhibit Ridesharing
The Legislature has required the DOT to develop and promote rideshare prcgrams. In
response, the DOT has been actively promoting rideshare prcgrams to Oahu commuters to
reduce the number of SOVs during the morning and afternoon rush hours. The DOT'S efforts
have been limited, at least in part, by some state policies that conflict with or actually inhibit
ridesharing.
The State's parking control policy is an example of a state pclicy that conflicts with the
D O T S rideshare program. State parking is priced well below current rates in downtown
Honolulu, although this does not necessarily reflect the actual difference in out-of-pocket cost
paid by the respective employees. The low cost of parking is attributable to DAGS' informal
agency policy of not making a profit from state parking. The Automotive Division of DAGS
charges parking rates that only cover the operating expenses of the parking facilities. As a
result, the low cost of parking encourages employees to make more SOV commutes since
parking is relatively inexpensive as compared to private lots.
DAGS has another pclicy that directly conflicts with the DOT'S rideshare program.
DAGS is planning the construction of more parking facilities in the downtown Honolulu area
because demand far exceeds current supply. Currently, it takes approximately five years for
a state employee who wants one to be assigned a parking stall. The increased number of
parking spaces, however, will also encourage mcre SOV commutes during peak traffic hours
which will limit the success of the DOT'S rideshare program.
DAGS' informal agency pclicy of not making a profit from state parking, however,
appears to be reasonable absent mcre specific guidance as to whether the State should make
a profit off its own employees, and if so, how much that profit should be and how those
excess funds should be used.
Furthermore, the Legislature has not prohibited the
construction of any more state employee parking in downtown Honolulu. To date, no formal
policy decision appears to have been made as to whether state parking should b e primarily for
the benefit or convenience of state employees on the one hand, or a TDM tool on the other.
Therefore, rather than focus solely on the relatively narrow issue of extending parking
benefits to persons in ridesharing arrangements between state and non-state employees, the
Legislature and affected executive agencies should prioritize the competing interests.
Standing alone, such a change may have limited impact if all ridesharers must arrive at the
parking facility together (which is necessary to ensure that the persons involved are actually
ridesharing) or if the parking fees of the state or non-state employees are low enough to make
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SOV commlittng preicrabie. if r e d ~ c i n sOahb's trafflc zon,sestion is datermined to be more
important than providing parking to state employees, then DAGS needs direcrion as to how its
parking philosophy and policies should be altered to enhance the DOT'S rioeshare program.
If the Legislature directs DAGS to raise the parking rates to make them more ccmparabie to
parking rates charged by privately owned lots in downtown Honolulu, then the Legislature
must aiso consider how the excess funds should be used. I f the State prohibits the
construction of more state parking facilities. it should create alternative modes of
transportation for its ernp!oyees
it is unlikely, however, that simply raising parking rates and limiting parking will
achieve the DOT'S goal of reducing traffic congestion on Oahu. A survey of other
jurisdictions indicates that only when these methods are used in conjunction with the creation
of alternate modes of transportation will commuters be more likely to switch from SOV
commutes to ridesharing.
Furthermore, simply raising parking rates may unfairly affect state employees who
may actually be paying more out-of-pocket for parking than any number of other downtown
employees. Simply comparing the rates charged by the State as opposed to commercial
parking structures is not an accurate comparison. Many private sector employers currently
subsidize a portion or all of their upper level employees' parking expenses. Consequently, if
the state parking rates are raised, state employees, who on the average earn less than upper
level employees in the private sector, will be paying more for parking in comparison to other
downtown workers.
From the policy standpoint, on one extreme, if state parking is viewed as being solely
for the benefit or convenience of state emptoyees, then there is no need to make any
accommodation for ridesharers or anyone else participating in efforts to reduce traffic
congestion. On the other extreme, if state parking is viewed solely as a TDM tool, the State
could use its parking facilities to maximize income by simply charging the highest possible
rates to anyone willing to pay, without regard to whether any of those individuals are state
officers or employees.
As policy extremes are rarely acceptable, the challenge is usually one of finding an
appropriate balance. To date, DAGS' position rests on a philosophy that state parking should
be for the benefit or convenience of state employees with some accommodation (but relatively
little incentive) for ridesharing, that the facilities should not be used to make a profit, and that
the parking control system should be enforceable. If changes are ordered to DAGS'
philosophy, the changes need to address which elements of the philosophy must be changed,
and to what degree.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Video Camera Surveillance is Not Accurate
Enough to Support a System of Mail-out Citations
An HOV facility (i.e.. HOV lanes) will be most successful in encouraging commuters to
rideshare it if is abie to provide increased peopie-moving capacity, high-speed travel and
reduced commute times. To accomplish this an adequate enforcement measure must be in
piace to discourage HOV lane v!olators who congest these lanes and increase the commute
time of HOVs.
Hawaii's HOV lane enforcement technique has not been successful in deterring SOVs
from using the lanes. Current violation rates on some HOV facilities are as high as sixty-two
percent during peak rush hour periods. This is due in part to the current enforcement
technique used by HPD. HPD has authorized its officers to stop an offender and issue a
citation only when the officer can do so without impeding traffic. The current technique is
time-consuming and tends to slow traffic down because of "rubber-necking". Additionally,
many HOV facilities do not have sufficient shouider areas that would allow a patrol officer to
apprehend and ticket violators. This technique is also dangerous for both the officer and the
passengers of the vehicle being cited. As result, officers infrequently enforce HOV lanes
during rush hour periods.
Mail-out citations supported by video camera surveiilance can be a more efficient
method of enforcement as compared to the current method of stopping and citing violators.
The use of the mail-out citations supported by video camera surveillance, however, raises
some ~robiematicissues.
House Bill No. 23 (1991) introduced the concept of mail-out citations. One significant
problem with such measures, however, is that they may impermissibly place the burden on
the registered owner of the vehicle to prove that the owner was not in violation of the
occupancy requirement. Opponents to the bill have pointed out other problems with the bill's
provisions:
(1)

The seven-day time period in which the registered owner must respond to the
citation is too short; and

(2)

The lack of guarantee that the registered owner will get the citation since there
is no requirement that the citation be mailed by registered or certified mail.

A California study has found that videotape surveillance enforcement requires
substantial commitments of personnel and equipment. It was estimated that personnel costs
for enforcing California's ten mainline HOV lanes exceeded $400,000 in 1990. Different video
technology was used in California, yet despite the researchers best efforts, video camera
surveillance still produced a twenty-one percent "false alarm" rate. Furthermore, researchers
also discovered that the accuracy of videotape surveillance was affected by ambient lighting
conditions, glare and such vehicle design features such as tinted windows, headrests,
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w~ndshieidposts and high windows. The Hawaii DOT also conducted a waeo camera
surveillance project and similarly concluded that this method would not be a ieasibie
alternative to enforce HOV occupancy requirements.

Recommendations
State Parking Policies
Philosophical differences exist between DOT and DAGS regarding state employee
parking. Policy decisions must be made, either administratively at higher levels or
legislatively, to clarify state priorities regarding the balance between reducing traffic on Oahu
and providing some, if not all, of its employees with parking.
It is therefore recommended that the Legislature:

(1)

Set forth clearly defined long-range goals identifying the objective which the
state transportation policy seeks to attain with regard to increasing AVR and
reducing the SOV rate, at least among those parking in state facilities; and

(2)

Provide DAGS with guidance in implementing parking policies that will assist
the DOT in achieving the State's transportation goals.

To develop those goals, objectives, and parking policy modifications, the Legislature
should direct the establishment of a task force to develop specific proposals for legislation,
rulemaking, or both. In establishing the task force, however, the Legislature should establish
philosophical parameters to guide the work of the task force, specifically:

(1)

Whether state parking should be regarded as being primarily:
(A)

For the benefit or convenience (albeit not a formal benefit of
employment) of state employees; or

(B)

A transportation demand management tool;

(2)

Whether the State should make a profit on its parking facilities from fees
charged to its own employees; and

(3)

Whether the parking policies should be structured in such a manner that they
can be enforced by DAGS' within the Department's existing resources.
(Whether or not a concern exists that rideshare arrangements including nonstate employees will displace state employees from parking facilities, there
presumably would be concern that fictional ridesharing arrangements might be
used as a means for individuals, state employees or otherwise, t o obtain
parking privileges for their SOVs.)

FINDINGS AND REGOMMENDATIONS

Membership on the task force should include at a minimum, representatives from the
DOT, DAGS, and OMPO, ard could appropriately be administered and staffed by any of the
three. Other agencies and entities represented on the 1989 Interagency Committee on
Ridesharing couid also be included.
Parking policy modifications that should be addressed by the task force in light of the
philosophical parameters established by the Legislature include:
Extension of preferential rates and parking spaces for carpools to arrangements
between state and non-state employees;
Increased parking rates for all SOVs; and
Limitations on the future construction of state parking facilities in downtown
Honolulu
In considering the issue of increasing parking rates for all SOVs, the task force should
be directed to focus not only on the parking rates charged in private commercial structures,
but the actual out-of-pocket costs paid by employees who obtain parking through their
employers.
To the extent that profits are made on state parking facilities from higher parking fees
for SOVs, the Legislature should also establish policy concerning the use of the extra funds
generated. The experience of other jurisdictions indicates that increases in parking fees
should be used in conjunction with the creation of alternative modes of transportation as a
means of reducing SOV commutes. Accordingly, if the task force recommends increasing
parking rates for SOVs, it should also deveiop estimates of those revenue increases and
recommend the most effective use of those funds to increase ridesharing. Alternatives for the
use of those funds include:
Purchasing vans for state-run vanpools for state employees. lo creating a
vanpool service, the State can formulate its own incentives including but not
limited to the following:

(1)

Paying people to coordinate the vanpools;

(2)

Paying employees to drive the van;

(3)

Paying for the gasoline;

(4)

Increasing the motor pool so that vanpool participants may have access
to a vehicle should they be required to run errands during work hours.
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Hhring more personnel to ass!st in the enforzemer?: cf carpooi occupancy
requirements;
Paying for bus passes for state employees who choose to ride the bus;
Promoting alternatives to SOV commuting

In the alternative, if the Legislature wants the task force to focus solely on the issue of
extending preferential parking rates and spaces to ridesharing arrangements consisting of
both state and non-state employees, the :ask force could be established with a mission that is
considerably more limited in scope. In establishing the task force, however, the Legislature
would still need to establish the first and third philosophicai parameters discussed above,
namely whether state parking is primarily for the benefit or convenience of state employees or
a TDM tool, and whether or not any policy should be enforceable by DAGS' using its current
resources.

HOV Enforcement
Currently obstacles exist which make it difficult to adopt the HOV enforcement
technique of mailing out citations supported by video camera surveillance and police officer
observation. Virginia has adopted the use of mail-out citations (without video camera
surveillance) with apparent success. Other legislatures that have considered the issue
recently have indicated distinct concerns that these types of approaches to enforcing traffic
violations may impermissibly place the burden of proof on the registered owner, or rely upon
the use of video cameras that are not reliable enough to merit use in enforcement of traffic
laws, or both. Washington did not adopt the approach, New jersey affirmatively prohibited it,
and California tried unsuccessfully to prohibit it. Accordingly, any action taken by Hawaii's
Legislature could not be premised upon any national trend or consensus.
Rather than take an "all or nothing" approach at this time, it is recommended that the
Legislature:
(1)

Direct the DOT to work in conjunction with the HPD to establish a mail-out
warning program similar to that which is currently used in Washington State.
This method may be particularly effective in Honolulu. The community is
relatively small and a warning from the Police Department may embarrass an
offender enough to deter further abuse of the HOV lanes. More importantly,
data and experience obtained from the mail-out warning program may provide a
valuable base upon which an actual mail-out citation system (whether
supported by video-camera surveillance or otherwise) can be based.

CI?JD:NGS AND RECOMMENDATI3NS

This techr?ique does no: ITVO!IIE! majar capital exowses for aquiprnant.
The Wash~ngtcnState Department of Transportation uses a to!\-free iine in
w h ~ c h motorists can report HOV ;ane violations. Time and money, however,
should be spent on promoting this program to increase the pubiic's awareness
and partici~ationin the program.

(2)

Incrsase the fine for an HOV lane violation. Currently, the fine imposed for a
violation is not set. The District court judge has discretion in setting tne
amodnt of each fine. Although the Legislature may he prohibited from
mandating the amount of the fine which the judge must impose, the Legislature
can amend :he current law which sets the range of fines for iraffic offenses
w h ~ c hthe District court judge must comply with. Currentiy, the fine for the
HOV lane vioiation is approximately fifty dollars. This amount does not deter
SOVs from using the HOV lane. The risks do not outweigh the benefit of a
shorter commute. If the fines were raised, however, the risks would outweigh
the benefit of a shorter commute and the HOV lanes would be clear for HOVs.

Appendix A

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SlXTEENiH LEGISLATURE. 1992
STATE OF HAWA!J

H.R. NO.

-

1 1

HOUSE RESOLUTION
RELATING TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF HIGH OCCUPANCY VEHICLE LANES.

WHEREAS, traffic congestion is escalating as the growth and
development of major urban, suburban, and residential centers
~proughout the State place an increasing number of vehicles on
the major arterials which connect these important centers: and
WHEREAS, the coccept of carpooling with more than one person
per vehicle lessens the degree of traffic; and
WHEXEAS, the travel time savings through the use of
exclusive lanes for carpoolers during peak hours is an incentive
to carpool; and
WHEREAS, to address peak hour traffic congestion, the State
has estabiished high-occupancy vehicle lanes on portions of the
hlghway system; and
WHEREAS, the enforcement of violations is difficnlt due to
the lack of shoulders along high-occupancy vehicle lanes and the
deterloration in traffic flow should a police officer stop a
vehicle without the specified amount of occupants; and
WHEREAS, the issuance of citations by mail to those who
unlawfully utilize high occupancy vehicle lanes is a viable
method of enforcing minimum occupancy requirements for high
occupaccy vehicle lanes: and
WHEREAS, the use of video cameras in addition to officer
observation may provide a more accurate means of supporting
citations by mail for lane occupancy violations; now, therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the
Sixteenth Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of
1992, that the Legislative Reference Bureau conduct a study On
the feasibility of issuing citations by mail for the enforcement
of rcinimum vehicle occupancy requirements for high occupancy
vehicle lanes; and

H.R. NO. a /
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the study explore the
feasiSiiity of utilizing video cameras in addition to officer
observation to supplement evidence for the issuance of high
occupancy vehicle citations by mail; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Legislative Reference Bureau
submit findings and recommendations to the Legislature twenty
days prior to the convenir,g of the Regular Session of 1993; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of this Resolution be
t.ransmitted to the Legislative Reference Bureau and the
Cepartment of Transportation.

/1

OFFERED

Appendix B

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SiXTEENT-i LEGISLATURE, 1992
STATE OF HAWAii

H.R. NO.

136
H.D.1

HOUSE RESOLUTION
REQUESTING A STUDY TO MODIFY STATE PARKING CONTROL POLICIES TO
ENCOURAGE RIDESHARING ARRANGEMENTS.

WHEmAS, the State Parking Control Program, which is
administered by the Department of Accounting and General
Services, is primarily responsible for meeting parking demands
from employees and officials from the legislature, judiciary, and
state administration; members of the general public; service
vehicles; and other operational requirements of state agencies:
2nd
WHEmAS, parking demands within the civic center complex is
critical, and although it attempts to meet all these parking
demands with spaces that are available, the existing parking
program is random and arbitrary at best; and
WiEREAS, parking assignments are administered through the
issuance of decals or permits for identification, enforcement,
and control; and
WHEREAS, the present parking program allows only a
particular vehicle to park in designated employee stalls; and
WHEREAS, this practice severely restricts carpooling and
ridesharing between state, city, federal, and private company
employees; and
WHEREAS, a parking permit system similar to that used by the
University of Hawaii at Manoa, whereby the parking pass
indicating the lot and stall number is hung on the rear view
mirror of the vehicle and a parking stall is assigned by number
to an individual with at least one vehicle, may be effective in
encouraging carpooling; and
WHEREAS, such a practice would enable state employees to
carpool with non-state employees so that the state employee would
not have to drive his or her vehicle everyday, and if one of the
carpoolers did not work on a particular day, the car pass Could
be used by one of the other carpoolers: and

H.R. NO,

136

ha

1

WEEREAS, even if the state emplcyee could find only one
other carpooler, ridesharing would signlflcantly reduce the
number of vehlcles on the hlghway durlng peak trafflc hours; and
WHEREAS, in additiofi, if carpooling is encouraged among
state employees who presently utilize state parking stalls,
additional stalls will become available for other state
employees: now, therefore,
EE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the
Sixteenth Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of
1992, that the Legislative Reference Bureau is requested to study
the feasibility of modifying state parking control policies to
enhance the formulation of ridesharing arrangements between state
and non-state employees; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Legislative Reference Bureau
report its findings and recommendations to the Legislature at
least 23 days before the convening of the Regular Session of
1993; and
BE IT FIJRTHER RESOLVE3 that a certlfled copy of thls
Resolut~onbe transmitted to the 3lrector of the Leglslatlve
Reference Bureau.

